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Summary

The acoustical properties of rooms are generally described using objective parameters as determined
from measured - or simulated - room impulse responses. However, this method has some disadvantages. For example, room impulse responses are generally measured in empty rooms, while the
acoustical properties will usually depend on the occupancy of the room. Furthermore, the source type
(speech, music, etc.) is hardly taken into account. Finally, in some cases the objective parameters do
not correlate with the human perception of the acoustical properties of a particular room. In previous papers, we proposed a new method for assessing objective parameters related to four aspects of
room acoustics: reverberance, clarity, apparent source width and listener envelopment. The method
uses a nonlinear, binaural auditory model, which is able to extract these parameters from arbitrary
binaural recordings. This means, that these parameters can be obtained during a performance, for
example. Another advantage is, that the source type is automatically taken into account. So far, the
new method has proven its predictive values; from various listening tests it was found that in most
cases the new objective parameters correlate better with the perceptual results than the conventional
parameters. In this paper, an overview of the method will be presented, including some practical
aspects. For example, the minimum required signal-to-noise ratio for getting accurate results will be
discussed, as well as the minimum signal length.
PACS no. 43.66.Ba, 43.55.Mc

1. Introduction
When acousticians assess the acoustical qualities of a
room, they typically start with measuring the room
impulse response for one or multiple source / receiver
combinations. From these impulse responses, objective parameters are determined which are believed to
be related to perceptual attributes like reverberance,
clarity and apparent source width. Some of these objective parameters are well-established by now and
described in the ISO standard 3382-1 [1].
However, there are some issues with this method.
First of all, the measurement of the impulse response(s) usually takes place in empty rooms because
of the equipment needed and the type of measurement signals (sweeps, noise, etc.). The occupancy of
a room can have a signicant eect on the acoustics,
and corrections on the parameter values are needed
to predict the acoustical qualities for fully occupied
(c) European Acoustics Association
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rooms. These corrections, however, are only eective
for concert halls with well-upholstered seats [2].
Furthermore, the impulse response-based method
does not take into account the fact that the perception
of room acoustics can be highly content-specic. The
temporal and spectral properties of a signal can result
in masking eects, for example, which may aect the
amount of reverberation which is perceived [3].
Finally, besides masking eects, the human auditory system has more features which can have an inuence on the perception of acoustics. For example,
the auditory system is non-linear. The masking eects
described above are dependent on the absolute sound
pressure level of the signal [4] and therefore the perceptual attributes will also depend on the SPL.
As a result of the mentioned shortcomings, the resulting objective parameters do not always correlate
very well with perception, see for example [5, 6, 7]. In
this paper, a new method is proposed where new objective room acoustical parameters can be obtained,
directly from arbitrary binaural recordings, using an
auditory model.
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Figure 1. A schematic version of the binaural, nonlinear auditory model.

2. The auditory model

The method which is proposed in this paper makes use
of a nonlinear, binaural auditory model. The model is
shown schematically in Fig. 1. The auditory model is
based on the binaural model as proposed by Breebaart
[8]. The various stages of the model will be briey
discussed below.
1. The transfer function of the ear canal is modelled
using a band-pass lter.
2. The basilar membrane inside the cochlea is modelled by a lterbank consisting of Gammatone lters.
3. Furthermore, the behaviour of the hair cells is
simulated by applying half-wave rectication.
4. Neural adaptation is simulated using a chain of
ve adaptation loops with specic time constants.
This part models the eect that the neurons need
some time to `relax' after sudden on- and osets.
For stationary input signals, the adaptation stage
approximately acts as a logarithmic compressor.
5. To incorporate an absolute threshold of hearing (ATH), frequency-dependent thresholding is
applied. Note that this method diers from the one
as proposed by Breebaart, where a Gaussian noise
signal with a frequency-independent amplitude was
added to the signal [8].
6. The binaural processor calculates the Interaural
Time Dierence (ITD) as a function of time using
the monaural outputs for each frequency band.
7. Finally, the monaural outputs are ltered with a
low-pass lter with a cuto frequency of 20 Hz.
The resulting signals Ψ basically reect the signal's
envelopes [4]. The Ψ outputs, as well as the ITD
as a function of time and frequency, are processed
by the central processor to extract the objective
acoustical parameters which will be discussed in
the next section.
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Figure 2. Example output of the binaural model. A speech
signal was used which was convolved with simulated binaural room impulse responses (BRIRs). The BRIRs were
simulated for two virtual halls with reverberation times
RT = 0.39 s (left) and RT = 1.98 s (right). The top gures
show monaural outputs in Model Units (MU), the bottom
gures the interaural time dierence ITD. All plots are for
the 256 Hz band.

Figure 2 shows example outputs of the binaural
model. A dry, male speech signal was convolved with
two dierent simulated binaural room impulse responses; one for a room with a short reverberation
time (0.39 s, left) and one for a room with a longer
reverberation time (1.98 s, right). Both input signals
were normalized to the same RMS level. Figure 2
shows the monaural outputs Ψ for the left channel
as well as the ITD values as a function of time.
Some important observations can be made from the
outputs. First, the more reverberant signal results in
an overall lower output from the model, even though
the RMS levels of the input signals were identical. Furthermore, in the less reverberant case the signal components (phonemes) of the speech signal are more distinct compared with the more reverberant case. They
show up as clear peaks in the model output.
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Finally, ITD values uctuate more as a function of
time in the more reverberant case, due to reections
arriving from lateral directions. This will lead to a
broadening of the source and a subjective impression
of envelopment, as found by Blauert and Lindemann
[9, 10]. In the next section this eect will be used to derive objective parameters related to these attributes.
Authors who recently published research on this subject include Mason [11] and Rumsey et al. [12].
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3. Objective parameters

500

As discussed in the previous section, the model outputs reect the acoustical environment and this can
be used to obtain objective parameters related to the
room acoustics. It was chosen to focus on four attributes which are believed to be important to the
perception of acoustics (see [2]): reverberance, clarity, apparent source width (ASW) and listener envelopment (LEV). In the next sections, each attribute
and its corresponding objective parameter will be discussed.
3.1. Reverberance

is related to the amount of reverberation
which is perceived in a room. Its corresponding objective parameter is currently the reverberation time
(the time for the sound to decay by 60 dB after the
sound source stops), which is dened in ISO 3382-1
[1]. It is calculated from the decay of the impulse response. Another parameter related to reverberance is
the early decay time EDT, which is calculated from
the rst 10 dB of decay in the impulse response. The
EDT has been said to be a better predictor for perceptual reverberance than the reverberation time [13].
In order to determine the amount of reverberation
from the model outputs, an algorithm was developed
which separates the monaural model outputs into two
streams: one belonging to the source (`direct sound')
and one for the reverberant eld. The splitting procedure is based on a peak detection algorithm, where
parts of the monaural streams which have a level
above a threshold for a minimum amount of time are
labeled as belonging to the source. An example result
of this algorithm is shown in Fig. 3. For more information about the threshold and minimum peak width,
the reader is referred to [14].
Next, the avarage level of the part of the output
which is assigned to the reverberant stream is used as
an objective parameter (PREV ) for reverberance:
Reverberance

PREV = Lrev =

N −1 m1
1  
|Ψrev [n, m]| , (1)
N M n=0 m=m
0

where N is the number of time frames, M is the number of frequency bands over which Lrev is calculated, n
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Figure 3. Separation of the model output into streams belonging to the source (red) and reverberant sound (blue).

is the sample index and m the frequency band index.
Ψrev is dened as follows:
Ψrev [n, m] =



ΨL,rev [n, m]2 + ΨR,rev [n, m]2 ,(2)

with ΨL,rev and ΨR,rev the detected reverberant
streams for the left and right channels.
3.2. Clarity

Clarity is the degree to which discrete sounds in a
signal stand apart in time from one another subjectively. For music, clarity is usually estimated using
the clarity index C80 which is the ratio between early
(< 80 ms) and late (> 80 ms) energy in the impulse
response [15]. For speech signals usually C50 is used,
where the 80 ms time limit is changed to 50 ms ([15]).
Here, clarity will be estimated as the ratio between
the average level of the direct sound stream over that
of the reverberant stream (PCLA = Ldir /Lrev ). Ldir is
dened in a way similar to Eq. 1.
Ldir =

N −1 m1
1  
|Ψdir [n, m]| ,
N M n=0 m=m

(3)

0

with:
Ψdir [n, m] =



ΨL,dir [n, m]2 + ΨR,dir [n, m]2 . (4)

3.3. Apparent source width

In a room apparent broadening of a sound source can
occur as a result of early lateral reections, resulting
in a certain apparent source width (ASW). ASW is
most often assessed using the early interaural crosscorrelation (1 − IACCE3 ), or the early lateral fraction
LF, which are calculated from binaural impulse reponses as measured using an articial head [1].
Basically, lateral reections interfering with the direct sound cause the ITD to uctuate over time, as
discussed in the section describing the binaural model.
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Therefore the amount of ITD uctuation is related to
ASW, as was also proposed by Blauert and Lindemann [9], Griesinger [16], Mason [11] and Becker [17].
Furthermore, Okano showed that the perceived source
width is not only related to the interaural decorrelation above 500 Hz, but also depends on the absolute
sound pressure level at frequencies below 500 Hz [18].
Therefore, in this research the output of the binaural
processor and the level in the lower bands are used to
estimate ASW using the model:
PASW = α1 Llow + log10 (1 + β1 στ,dir ) ,

(5)

where Llow is the average monaural output level for
low frequencies, and στ,dir is the average standard deviation of ITD for the direct sound stream. α1 and β1
are constants which will be discussed later on.
3.4. Listener envelopment

Listener envelopment (LEV) is the second important
subjective parameter related to spaciousness. It is related to the environment instead of the source. A
sound eld is called enveloping when a perception of
being surrounded by the sound occurs, since the sound
seems to originate from all directions.
Currently, the objective parameter for envelopment
is LEV which can be determined from impulse responses (note that in literature both the subjective
and objective parameters for listener envelopment are
referred to as LEV). This parameter was proposed by
[19] and has recently been turned into a more practical form by Beranek [20]:
LEV = 0.5Glate,mid
,
+ 10 log (1 − IACClate,mid )

(6)

where Glate,mid is the late (> 80 ms) sound strength,
averaged over mid frequencies (500 and 1000 Hz octave bands). IACClate,mid is the late (> 80 ms) interaural cross-correlation averaged over those frequency
bands.
Following this line of reasoning LEV consists of two
elements: the absolute late sound pressure level and
a spacious aspect (interaural cross-correlation). This
concept is used to obtain an objective parameter predicting LEV from the auditory model outputs:
PLEV = α2 Lrev + log10 (1 + β2 στ,rev ) ,

(7)

where Lrev is the mean level of the reverberant stream
and στ,rev is the mean standard deviation for the ITD
values in that stream.
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3.5. Optimization and validation of the
method

In order to validate the new method, double-blind listening tests were conducted. In these tests, subjects
had to rate the various room acoustical attributes
(reverberance, clarity, ASW and LEV) for dierent
acoustical environments while listening to the samples
through headphones. In two tests (I and II), virtual
environments were used which were simulated using a
software package which was developed especially for
this purpose. This simulator is able to simulate binaural room impulse responses for shoebox-shaped rooms.
In test I, realistic virtual rooms were used. In test II,
more unrealistic room designs were used, for example with highly absorbing side walls and fully reective
front- and rear walls, making the various attributes
more independent from each other.
In the other two tests (III and IV), a variaty of real
rooms was used, of which binaural room impulse responses were measured to construct the test samples.
In all four listening tests, two dierent stimuli were
used to test the inuence of the type of source signal
on the attributes: a male speech signal and solo cello
music.
The number of subjects participating in the tests
was 5 (tests I and II) and 15 (tests III and IV);
the number of dierent acoustical environments was
9 (test I), 8 (test II) or 10 (tests III and IV).
In three of the four tests, the samples were normalized to the same loudness level using the Replaygain algorithm (www.replaygain.org). This algorithm
estimates the perceived loudness of a sample by evaluating the RMS level in windows of 50 ms length,
where frequency weighting is applied according to an
approximation of the equal loudness curve. The 95%
highest value of all windows is considered to be the
perceived loudness value for the complete sample. In
test III, the original loudness dierences were maintained in order to see if this had an inuence on the
subjects' ratings (however, an in-depth discussion of
this is out of the scope of this paper).
The results of one of the four listening tests were
used to optimize the model (training data), while
the results for the other three tests were used as test
data. It was chosen to optimize all the free parameters in the model, like frequency ranges and the α
and β constants in Eqs. 5 and 7, using a Genetic
Algorithm (GA). Genetic algorithms form a class of
algorithms which are capable of optimizing nonlinear, multi-modal problems with a lot of free parameters, like the auditory model presented in this paper.
These algorithms search the solution space by simulating evolution (survival of the ttest). A complete
explanation of the algorithm is out of the scope of this
paper; for more information the reader is referred to
[21].
The model - including the set of optimized parameters - was validated by evaluating the correlation co-
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Table I. The correlation coecients between the listening
test results and the objective parameters for the attribute
reverberance. Two conventional objective parameters
were evaluated: T20 and EDT. PREV is the objective parameter related to reverberance as resulting from the new
method.
Test (stimulus)
T20
EDT
PREV
I (cello)
0.84
0.85
0.98
I (speech)
0.79
0.80
0.96
II (cello)
0.96
0.83
0.87
II (speech)
-0.30(*)
-0.55(*)
0.88
III (cello)
0.86
0.88
0.76
III (speech)
0.74
0.76
0.81
IV (cello)
0.79
0.78
0.95
IV (speech)
0.73
0.73
0.96

Table IV. The correlation coecients between the listening
test results and the objective parameters for the attribute
LEV. Two conventional objective parameters were evaluated: 1 − IACCL and LEVcalc . PLEV is the objective parameter related to LEV as resulting from the new method.
Test (stimulus)
1 − IACCL
LEVcalc PLEV
I (cello)
0.78
0.61(*)
0.85
I (speech)
0.78
0.61(*)
0.93
II (cello)
0.44(*)
0.81
0.69(*)
(*)
(*)
II (speech)
0.54
0.17
0.70(*)
III (cello)
0.67
0.64
0.90
III (speech)
0.76
0.75
0.96
IV (cello)
0.84
0.82
0.94
IV (speech)
0.86
0.84
0.96

Table II. The correlation coecients between the listening
test results and the objective parameters for the attribute
clarity. Two conventional objective parameters were evaluated: C50 and C80 . PCLA is the objective parameter related to clarity as resulting from the new method.

paper. First, it is important to know the minimum signal length which is necessary for obtaining accurate
results with the method. By truncating the inputs signals at dierent time lengths, it was found that after
approximately 10 seconds, the objective parameters
become more or less stable; meaning that it is not
really necessary to use longer signals. However, even
though this can be used as a rule of thumb, longer
measurement times might be needed if signals contain lots of variation. Or, dierent parameters could
be specied for the dierent parts of an orchestral
piece, for example.
A second practical aspect which was examined was
the accuracy of the objective parameters as a function of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). This was tested
by simulating 100 rooms with random properties using the simulator for shoebox-shaped rooms. For each
room, the objective parameters were determined using
a male speech signal as stimulus. It was found that, if
the parameters are obtained directly (i.e., by recording the sound source in a room directly), then an SNR
of at least 30 dB is necessary for obtaining parameters
with an absolute error smaller than 0.1. The parameters can also be determined using an indirect method,
by rst measuring the room impulse responses using
a logarithmic sweep signal with a length of 10 seconds. Next, these responses were convolved with the
anechoic stimulus and these convolved versions were
used as input signals for the method. Using the indirect method, the absolute error in the parameters
was smaller than 0.01 for SNRs of 30 dB and higher.
So, the indirect method is much more robust to noise
compared with the direct method.

Test (stimulus)

I (cello)
I (speech)
II (cello)
II (speech)
III (cello)
III (speech)
IV (cello)
IV (speech)

C50

0.79
0.87
0.82
0.03(*)
0.79
0.91
0.91
0.94

C80

0.77
0.86
0.88
0.04(*)

PCLA
0.94
0.90
0.83
0.82

0.93

0.96

0.82
0.94
0.96

0.79
0.82
0.87

Table III. The correlation coecients between the listening test results and the objective parameters for the
attribute ASW. Two conventional objective parameters
were evaluated: 1 − IACCE and LF. PASW is the objective parameter related to ASW as resulting from the new
method.
Test (stimulus)
1 − IACCE
LF
PASW
I (cello)
0.71
0.33(*) 0.83
I (speech)
0.74
0.42(*) 0.90
(*)
II (cello)
0.40
0.09(*) 0.64(*)
(*)
II (speech)
0.66
0.21(*) 0.83
III (cello)
0.86
N/A
0.92
III (speech)
0.86
N/A
0.94
IV (cello)
0.67
N/A
0.86
IV (speech)
0.82
N/A
0.75
ecients between the listening test results (i.e., the
average rating for the acoustical attributes) and the
objective parameters as determined using the model.
The results are shown in Tables I, II, III and IV. For
each row (test/stimulus combination), the highest correlation coecient is shown in bold. Values marked
with (*) are not signicant at the p < 0.05 level.

4. Practical aspects
Various practical aspects of the new method were examined. Two of these aspects will be discussed in this
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5. Conclusions and discussion
In this paper, a method was proposed for obtaining new objective parameters which are related to
four room acoustical attributes: reverberance, clarity,
ASW and LEV. In this method, arbitrary binaural
recordings are processed by a non-linear, binaural auditory model. Using a splitting procedure, the monaural model outputs are separated into two streams: one
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belonging to the source (direct sound) and one to
the environment (reverberant sound). Together with
the ITD (uctuations) as a function of time and frequency, the new parameters are calculated from these
streams.
The model was validated using the results of four
listening tests, in which subjects had to rate the
acoustical attributes while listening through various
samples through headphones. The correlation coecients between the average test results and the objective parameters from the model we evaluated. From
these correlation coecients, it can be seen that the
new method performs quite well. For almost all test
/ stimulus combinations, the parameters from the
model yield higher correlation coecients than those
for the conventional parameters. In fteen cases, the
conventional parameters show an insignicant result
(at the p < 0.05 level), whereas the new parameters
yield insignicant results in only three cases. In all
of those three cases, the conventional parameters also
failed to give signicant results.
Another advantage of the model is that it accepts
arbitrary binaural input, meaning that there is no
need to measure sweeps or other articial signals in
empty rooms. Instead, the acoustical features of a
room can be assessed in a concert situation, for example. Furthermore, the model takes the spectral and
temporal features of the stimulus automatically into
account.
Besides the practical aspects mentioned in this paper (minimum signal length and SNR), more aspects
were examined. These include the inuence of signal type (other than the speech/cello signals used
in this paper), the inuence of dummy head position/orientation, and more. For more information, the
reader is referred to [14].
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